
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department  

4200 Smith School Road  

Austin, Texas 78744  

ADDENDUM 

Addendum Number: 01 Dated: June 27, 2024 

Solicitation Number: 802-24-48454  

Solicitation Title: Compact Mini Loaders 

Due Date/Deadline: July 3, 2024; 2:00pm CT 

Purchaser:  Vanessa D Contreras CTCD, CTCM  

PURPOSE OF ADDENDUM:  QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the document referenced herein, remain unchanged and in full force and effect. The 
following are specifications to this solicitation. This Addendum may be attached to and form a part of the referenced solicitation document and 

any resulting awarded contract and may be considered in response. 

 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  

 

1. Question: Would you all allot a machine with higher hydraulic pressure such as 3,989? It is recommended the hydraulic 

pressure remain within the solicitaiton specifications.  

 
2. Question: Please clarify your definition of severe duty bucket when compared to a standard bucket. The standard 

buckets are mostly used for lighter-duty work as the sever-duty buckets are constructed from thicker steel in all wear 

areas and used for harsh and rugged use that require added durability. 

 
3. Question: Do you all prefer carbide or knife style teeth? Carbide style is preferred 

 

 

4. Question: Will you all allow a unit to participate in this bid which has an 8.2-11 mph speed? It is recommended the 

speed low & max remain within the solicitaiton specifications. 

 

5. The KUBOTA SVL97 does not have a reversible fan option. May we still submit a bid? That is a required feature per 

the solicitation specifications. Feel free to submit a bid if you have a comparable model to the examples. 

 

Respondents are to acknowledge receipt of this addendum. Return a signed copy of this notice with your 

proposal submission.  

I acknowledge receipt of this Addendum. 

_____________________________________________  _____________________ 
Respondent’s Authorized Signature     Date 
 
 

_____________________________________________    
Company Name  


